Date: July 2, 2014 Revised August 6, 2014

To: MAG Specifications and Details Committee

From: Robert Herz, MCDOT Representative

Subject: Revision to Section 340 Case 14-18

PURPOSE: 1. Change the term “sidewalk ramp” in section 340 to “curb ramp” and to conform to ADA nomenclature and the various 235 Details.
2. Modify the second paragraph of section 340.5 to prevent confusion regarding the curb and gutter pay item associated with valley gutters (Detail 240).

REVISION: 1. Change all occurrences of the term “sidewalk ramp” in section 340 to “curb ramp”

2. Modifying the second paragraph of Section 340.5 as shown:

   “Curb and gutter type shall be based on the configuration of the final exposed surfaces. The increased curb and gutter depth required at valley gutter aprons or driveways shall not be measured as a separate type of curb and gutter pay item; any additional Contractor cost for increased depth or other modification shall be included in the unit cost associated with the valley gutter, driveway, curb ramp or other associated item.”

Final form for the second paragraph of Section 340.5:

   “Curb and gutter type shall be based on the configuration of the final exposed surfaces. The increased curb and gutter depth required at valley gutter aprons or driveways shall not be measured as a separate type of curb and gutter; any additional Contractor cost for increased depth or other modification shall be included in the unit cost associated with the valley gutter, driveway, curb ramp or other associated item.”